
Lebanon was at 
the top of the
International

Fashion Showcase
2016 during a week
of inspiring fashion
scenes from around
the world. The best

part was hearing
the award sponsor

Bonaveri CEO
Andrea Bonaveri
say "Lebanon" for

the Curator Award.
Welcome to

London, we are 
at the Somerset

House-West Wing.

THE EVENT 
Somerset House is a

unique part of the London
cultural scene, a historic

building within which
surprising and original
work comes to life. The
International Fashion

Showcase 2016, in
association with London
Fashion Week, is hosting

countries from around the
world, and showcasing the
work of 80 designers from

24 countries, each
presenting their own theme

in their own space at the
"Fashion Utopia" venue.

This year, in partnership
with The Arab British

Center, Starch Foundation,
founded by Rabih Kayrouz,

is exhibiting the work of
eight Emerging Lebanese
designers. It is Lebanon’s
first participation in the

event. 'Blueprint Beirut' is
the theme of our Lebanese

crew, curated by Tala
Hajjar, Starch Co-Founder
and Fashion Entrepreneur.

THE DESIGNERS
Designed by Starch

Architect Elie Metni, the
exhibition unveils new

pieces by Margherita Abi-
Hanna for Margherita, Joe

Arida for La Terre est Folle,
Mira Hayek, Timi Hayek,

Rayya Morcos for Bird on a
Wire, Nour Najem, Sevag

Dilsizian for Das, 
and Bashar Assaf.

The fashion items are
displayed inside Metni’s

interpretation of a
deconstructed architectural

arcades (qanater) of the
traditional Lebanese home

to their blueprints. They
admit streams of light into
the home’s central room, 
a space where past rituals
shape daily life, and where
eight young designers have
found mutual inspiration.
Playing with the Utopian
co-existence of light and 
the material world, the
exhibition re-imagines

familiar space, creating a
reflection of Lebanese
fashion’s journey from

convention towards a future
still grounded in

Mediterranean heritage.
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Congratulations
BLUEPRINT

BEIRUT

'Hybrid Folk Costume'
by Joe Arida for

La Terre est Folle.

Elie Metni
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Piers Allardyce, 
British Fashion Council.
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THE AWARDS
The prestigious panel of

judges, which was chaired by
Sarah Mower MBE, BFC
Ambassador for Emerging
Talent and Chief Critic at

Voguerunway.com, included
Anna Orsini from the British
Fashion Council and Anders
Christian Madsen from ID

Magazine, among many. 
February 21st 2016 marks a
historical fashion moment

for the Middle East designers
in general. The 'Curator
Award' goes to Lebanon 

for 'Blueprint Beirut'!  
"We are so proud of Starch

Foundation and the Curator
Award. The exhibition is 
a dream and has a huge

significance for Lebanon’s
designers. This is only the

beginning. Great things will
come!", says Tala Hajjar.

The two other awards were
granted to Bahraini designer
Hala Kaiksow for 'Designer

Award', and Czech
Republic’s 'Last Fata

Morgana' exhibition for
'Country Award'. Not to

forget that Lebanon’s Starch
Designer Timi Hayek came

highly commended for 
Best Designer.

"There were three awards
and two of them went to the

Middle East. This is very
promising for the region

and we couldn’t be
happier", says the Arab

British Centre’s Executive
Director Nadia El-Sebai.

Congratulation to all!
Christina Malkoun

"We are so proud of Starch Foundation and
the Curator Award. The exhibition is a dream

and has a huge significance for Lebanon’s
designers. This is only the beginning. Great

things will come!", says Tala Hajjar.

Nour Najem with her piece
called 'Cultural Jiheiz'.

Timi Hayek with 
her piece called 

'Three-Arch House'.

The Lebansese 
team with the Arab

British Center team.

Mira Hayek with her 
piece called 'Bluebell'.

Sevag Dilsizian with 
his piece called 'Origins'.

'Nawaret' by 
Rayya Morcos for

Bird on a Wire.
'Discard' by 

Bashar Assaf.
'Bluebell' by 
Mira Hayek.

'The Organigram' by Margherita.
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